
At ADA Art Gallery, we promote 
cultural awareness, enhance 
knowledge about arts, connect 
artists and the community, and 
facilitate inquiry and artistic 
expression. Visitors are exposed 
to a rich heritage of Azerbaijani 
rugs decorating our floors while 
enjoying contemporary art and 
sculptures on display. 

Featuring works by local artists Abol Bahadori, 
Claudia Cappelle, Vugar Guliyev, and Chong 
Kang. A deep dive into human nature, a journey 
outside the limited realm of self and intellect, 
the expression of seeing inward as a process 
of discovery and transformation. . . the forms 
and colors by these artists create a narrative 
that resonates with our personal experiences.

Chong received her BFA in painting from MICA in Baltimore, MD, and has been a muralist 
since the late 80s and received painting commissions from private clients throughout the 
United States, Great Britain, and France. She has participated in group shows from NC to 
NYC and solo shows in commercial spaces. 

There is a relationship between the classical periods and modernity that is constantly 
being explored in her painting. Chong utilizes urban and natural environments as symbolic 
subjects. Her exaggerated tones and neon colors document contemporary times. 

Artist Statement:
Art shapes forms and colors, creating a narrative that resonates with everyone’s 
personal experience.

Instagram: 
ChongKangArt 
(scan below)

Chong Kang

An award-winning Azerbaijani American artist, Bahadori was a child prodigy artist inspired by 
colorful carpets and miniatures of his hometown Tabriz. He lived in France and England at a young 
age and received his bachelor’s and master’s in Fine Arts and Textile Design from The University of 
Manchester, U.K. His multicultural upbringing shines through his diverse and unique series. The 
artist’s childhood colors and memories still appear in his paintings and are always elements of 
surprise. He calls them the “colors of Azerbaijan.” Bahadori’s vibrant abstract and surreal works have 
been selected by local and international jurors for multiple solo and group exhibitions, receiving 
numerous prizes. He is an active member of the Washington Project for Arts and The Art League of 
Alexandria, VA, with a solid presence at Artsy and many renowned art fairs in the U.S.

Artist Statement:
We view the world using our eyes with a limited color spectrum and depth of vision, 
but what if we had compound eyes like insects and sonar capabilities like dolphins? 
Primarily a colorist, I visualize the world through a kaleidoscope of color refractions to 
simulate an additional sensorium expanding the viewer’s perception and imagination. 
The incomprehensible notion of space and time being the same entity (spacetime in 
mathematical/scientific terms) has also become my imagination source. My artistic process 
is a journey outside the limited realm of self and intellect.

Website: 
abolart.com

Facebook: 
AbstractExpressionist

Instagram: 
AbolArt (scan below)

Abol Bahadori

Vugar Guliyev is an Azerbaijani artist who started painting at an early age as he was a child 
curious and passionate about art, specifically painting. He graduated with an Advanced Studies 
Diploma from Azerbaijan Fine Art School in 2003 and obtained his Bachelor of Arts from the 
Azerbaijan Academy of Fine Arts in 2007. Since then, he has achieved significant recognition in 
Azerbaijan through permanent exhibitions at the Baku MOMA as well as several group and solo 
exhibitions in various galleries, museums and conceptual art centers in Azerbaijan. He has also 
had numerous exhibitions in France, Germany and most recently in the USA. Guliyev has settled 
in Northern Virginia since early 2022.

Artist Statement:
My art is essentially a deep dive into human nature. I use art to analyze how we as people 
process our fears, both big and small and exercise resilience. I depict the relationship of how 
our perceptions and attitudes toward one another can affect human destiny. As I process my 
creations, I wonder how we humans enter the world as naive and pure beings yet somehow 
transform to complicated beings as we grow in this world. I love to highlight human auras and 
paint such energy with vivid colors. I depict nature in my work as a storytelling tool, to help tell 
the stories of the characters. With each painting, l enter the world on the canvas, understand the 
lives of these people and revisit their world again and again.

Instagram: 
Guliyev_ArtStudio 
(scan below)

Vugar Guliyev

Born in Chicago, Claudia Cappelle studied at the American Academy of Art in Chicago and 
graduated from the University of Illinois with a Bachelor of Science in Medical Illustration. She is 
currently in the MFA program at Towson University and was an artist in residence at the Creative 
Alliance in Baltimore from 2019- 2022. Her work has been exhibited at various galleries and art 
venues in the Washington DC metro area, Virginia, PNC Headquarters Art Collection in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, and the Artist in Embassies program in Manama, Bahrain. Her abstract expressions 
endeavor to express the lyrical power of nature.

Artist Statement:
Painting for me, represents the practice of creating from an inner vision to represent the lyrical 
beauty of nature in abstract form. Abstraction allows for the expression of seeing inward as a 
process of discovery and transformation. This practice empowers my visual language and symbols 
to emerge. It is an ever-evolving expression of making choices and taking risks while inviting 
openness for finding better solutions—trust, letting go, giving up control and preconceptions; 
thereby creating something greater and less contrived, often more powerful than what I had 
originally conceived. In my work, I explore the systems and sublime dualities within nature: the 
illusive and ethereal yet concrete; the infinite within limitations; control and spontaneity; and the 
changeability of color and its contrast of opposing qualities using form.

Website: 
claudiacappelle.com 
(scan below)

Instagram: 
ClaudiaCappelleArt

Claudia Cappelle

Fall 2022 
Exhibition


